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Abstract

Gene duplications occur at a high rate. Although most appear detrimental, some

homogeneous duplications (identical gene copies) can be selected for beneficial

increase in produced proteins. Heterogeneous duplications, which combine diver-

gent alleles of a single locus, are seldom studied due to the paucity of empirical

data. We investigated their role in an ongoing adaptive process at the ace-1 locus in

Culex pipiens mosquitoes. We assessed the worldwide diversity of the ace-1 alleles

(single-copy, susceptible S and insecticide-resistant R, and duplicated D that pair

one S and one R copy), analysed their phylogeography and measured their fitness to

understand their early dynamics using population genetics models. It provides a

coherent and comprehensive evolutionary scenario. We show that D alleles are pre-

sent in most resistant populations and display a higher diversity than R alleles (27

vs. 4). Most appear to result from independent unequal crossing-overs between

local single-copy alleles, suggesting a recurrent process. Most duplicated alleles have

a limited geographic distribution, probably resulting from their homozygous sub-

lethality (HS phenotype). In addition, heterozygotes carrying different HS D alleles

showed complementation, indicating different recessive lethal mutations. Due to

mosaic insecticide control practices, balancing selection (overdominance) plays a key

role in the early dynamics of heterogeneous duplicated alleles; it also favours a high

local polymorphism of HS D alleles in natural populations (overdominance reinforced

by complementation). Overall, our study shows that the evolutionary fate of hetero-

geneous duplications (and their long-term role) depends on finely balanced selective

pressures due to the environment and to their genomic structure.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

New-generation sequencing revealed that copy number variations

(CNVs) are ubiquitous in genomes (reviewed in Schrider & Hahn,

2010). The rate of gene duplication per gene and per generation

ranges from the nucleotide substitution rate up to substantially

higher orders of magnitude (Katju & Bergthorsson, 2013; Lipinski

et al., 2011; Lynch et al., 2008; Schrider, Houle, Lynch, & Hahn,

2013). However, most gene duplications are deleterious (up to 99%,

Schrider et al., 2013), both for structural (gene function) or biochem-

ical (gene-dosage) disruptions (reviewed in Kondrashov & Kon-

drashov, 2006), and thus exposed to purifying selection (Emerson,

Cardoso-Moreira, Borevitz, & Long, 2008; Itsara et al., 2009; Katju &

Bergthorsson, 2013; Langley et al., 2012; Reams, Kofoid, Savageau,

& Roth, 2010; Schrider et al., 2013).

The few duplications that remain are likely to be under positive

selection (through various scenarios, Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007;

Hahn, 2009; Innan & Kondrashov, 2010), although the underlying

mechanisms are usually poorly documented. Nevertheless, many

examples showed that identical repetitions of one gene (homoge-

neous duplications, also called amplifications) can be selected

because they increase the quantity of produced protein (e.g., resis-

tance to xenobiotics through increased detoxification genes, Maroni,

Wise, Young, & Otto, 1987; Guillemaud et al., 1998; adaptation to

novel diet through increased amylase genes, in human, Perry et al.,

2007; and dog, Axelsson et al., 2013).

The case of heterogeneous duplications, that is duplications that

combine already-functionally-divergent alleles of a single locus, is far

less documented. Nevertheless, Haldane suggested in 1954 that

such duplications should be favoured in cases of overdominance (i.e.,

when the heterozygote is the fittest genotype), because they cancel

the heterozygote segregation burden and thus allow the fixation of

both alleles (Haldane, 1954; Lewontin, 1974; Spofford, 1969). Due

to the paucity of empirical examples (Hahn, 2009; Remnant et al.,

2013), their importance in the adaptive process has however been

generally overlooked. Here, we took advantage of the numerous

heterogeneous duplications of the ace-1 gene described in natural

populations of mosquitoes to investigate their role in adaptation and

their early dynamics.

In mosquitoes, the ace-1 gene codes for an essential enzyme

involved in the nervous system, the synaptic acetylcholinesterase

(AChE1), which is the target of organophosphate (OPs) and carba-

mate (CXs) insecticides (Weill et al., 2002). It is thus submitted to

intense purifying selection, so that resistance is reduced to few

options: the same amino acid substitution (G119S) has been selected

independently in many mosquito species (Alout & Weill, 2008;

Djogb�enou, Weill, & Hougard, 2007; Liebman et al., 2015; Weill

et al., 2003; Weill, Berthomieu, et al. 2004; Weill, Malcolm, et al.

2004). It results from a single-nucleotide substitution in the ace-1

gene (R allele, Table 1) and hinders the insecticide-AChE1 binding

(Weill et al., 2003). However, in the West Nile virus vector Culex pip-

iens mosquito and the malaria vector Anopheles gambiae mosquito,

the G119S substitution was shown to reduce the affinity of the

resistant enzyme for the neurotransmitter by more than 60% com-

pared to its susceptible (S) version (Alout, Djogb�enou, Berticat, Chan-

dre, & Weill, 2008; Bourguet, Roig, Toutant, & Arpagaus, 1997). This

reduction is most probably the cause of the strong selective cost

associated with resistance in both species (Assogba et al., 2015;

Bourguet, Guillemaud, Chevillon, & Raymond, 2004; Djogb�enou,

Noel, & Agnew, 2010; Duron et al., 2006; Lenormand, Bourguet,

Guillemaud, & Raymond, 1999).

Heterogeneous duplications, pairing one susceptible and one

resistance copies of the ace-1 gene (hereafter D alleles, Table 1),

have been found in several mosquito species (Alout, Labb�e, Pasteur,

& Weill, 2010; Bourguet, Raymond, Bisset, Pasteur, & Arpagaus,

1996; Djogb�enou et al., 2008; Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007;

Lenormand, Guillemaud, Bourguet, & Raymond, 1998; Osta, Rizk,

Labb�e, Weill, & Knio, 2012), with 13 distinct D alleles in the Cx. pipi-

ens species complex (this species complex comprises two widespread

species, Cx. pipiens and Cx. quinquefasciatus, respectively, in temper-

ate and tropical regions, and other more localized species as, for

example, Cx. molestus and Cx. pallens, Farajollahi et al., 2011). These

D alleles provide alternatives to the resistance/cost evolutionary

trade-off associated with the G119S mutation: by restoring the pro-

tein activity while maintaining a significant resistance level, D carri-

ers display a phenotype similar to the RS heterozygotes (Assogba

et al., 2015, 2016; Labb�e et al., 2014). Two sets of D alleles have

been identified by population surveys over time: D1 which spread

and invaded rapidly the Caribbean island of Martinique (Y�ebakima,

Marquine, Rosine, Yp-Tcha, & Pasteur, 2004), and D2 and D3, which

first invaded mosquito populations from Southern France but then

TABLE 1 Nomenclature of the different alleles and genotypes at
the ace-1 locus

Alleles and copies
Code

Allele
structure

Single-copy susceptible allele ace-1Sx Sx - S -

Single-copy resistance allele ace-1Rx Rx - R -

Duplicated allele ace-1Dx Dx - R - S -

Susceptible copy in a duplication Dx(S) - R - S -

Resistance copy in a duplication Dx(R) - R - S -

Genotypes Code Phenotype

Homozygotes ace-1Sx/ace-1Sx SxSx [SS]

ace-1Rx/ace-1Rx RxRx [RR]

ace-1Dx/ace-1Dx DxDx [RS]

Heterozygotes ace-1Rx/ace-1Sx RxSx [RS]

ace-1Dx/ace-1Sx DxSx [RS]

ace-1Dx/ace-1Rx DxRx [RS]

ace-1Dx/ace-1Dy DxDy [RS]

For each considered allele, copy or genotype, the code used in the paper

is presented. The structure of each allele is schematized (note that the

relative position of the S and R copies in a duplicated D allele is

unknown). The molecular assay phenotype of each genotype is indicated;

it is identical to the resistance phenotype. Note that the phenotype of

an individual carrying a duplicated allele is always heterozygote [RS].
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reached a stable and low frequency equilibrium (~20%, Labb�e, Berti-

cat, et al., 2007). Recently, we showed that D1D1 homozygotes carry

little selective cost and that D1 is selected over both the susceptible

S and the resistant R alleles and reached fixation in experimental

evolution (Labb�e et al., 2014; Milesi, Weill, Lenormand, & Labb�e,

2017). By contrast, D2D2 and D3D3 are sublethal (homozygote sub-

lethality, hereafter HS phenotype), although D2D3 heterozygotes do

not endure this HS phenotype (D2 and D3 complement, Labb�e, Berti-

cat, et al., 2007).

This study offers a worldwide survey of the diversity of ace-1

susceptible S and resistance R and D alleles in the Cx. pipiens com-

plex, and investigated their geographic distribution and phylogenic

structure. Focusing on the duplicated D alleles, we then analysed

their fitness (experimental evolution and life history traits) and

potential complementation when associated in heterozygotes.

Finally, we modelled their evolution to understand their early

dynamics. This large-scale and thorough investigation provides a

coherent and comprehensive evolutionary scenario explaining how

heterogeneous duplications are generated in natural populations,

why some spread over large geographic areas while others remain

more restrained, and how several D alleles can stably cosegregate in

the same population. Overall, our study shows that the evolutionary

fate of heterogeneous duplications is dependent on the fine-tuning

of balancing selection between environment, sublethality and com-

plementation.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | ace-1 diversity in natural populations

Sixty-nine samples from the Culex pipiens species complex, collected

worldwide (Table S1), were analysed to establish the diversity of

ace-1 alleles, that is single-copy susceptible S and resistance R alle-

les, as well as duplicated D alleles.

For each sample, DNA was extracted from single mosquitoes, as

described by Roger and Bendich (1988). A ~580-bp fragment of the

ace-1 gene, including intron 2 and most of exon 3 (with the resis-

tance G119S mutation), was amplified using two generalist primers,

Intron2dir1 and CpEx3rev (G-PCR), according to Labb�e, Berthomieu,

et al. (2007) (Tables S2a and S3). The G119S mutation creates an

AluI restriction site (Weill, Malcolm, et al., 2004), so that three phe-

notypes can be discriminated with this PCR-RFLP test (AluI test):

[SS], corresponding to the SS genotype, [RR], corresponding to the

RR genotype, and [RS], corresponding to four genotypes, RS, DD,

DS and DR (Table 1).

2.1.1 | Single-copy alleles

The diversity of S and R alleles was established, respectively, from

SS or RR individuals: the PCR product (G-PCR) was purified (Qiagen�

Purification Kit) and directly sequenced (BigDye Terminator Kit,

Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA; ABI Prism 310 sequencer).

When the sequence revealed individuals carrying different S or

different R copies, the PCR product was cloned (TOPO� TA cloning

Kit, Invitrogen, Paisley, UK); six clones per individual were analysed,

to ensure sequencing both copies and to avoid Taq misincorporation

error.

2.1.2 | Duplicated alleles

Heterogeneous duplications can only be characterized using exten-

sive crossing experiments, as they confer a phenotype similar to RS

individuals using current available biochemical or molecular tests.

Twenty-one samples were collected at the larval stage (>500 individ-

uals) and reared in the laboratory until adulthood (Table S1). Their

progenies were exposed to 2 ppm of propoxur (CX insecticide, Bay-

gon�), a dose that kills all susceptible individuals. In populations

where resistance was detected, we applied Labb�e, Berthomieu,

et al.’s protocol (2007) to detect females carrying ace-1D alleles and,

when possible, establish strains carrying only one D allele (D strains).

When females carrying D alleles were detected, we pooled and

backcrossed their progeny at least eight times with SLAB (up to 14

times for most pools). All pools thus shared the same genetic SLAB

background (>99%), and differed from each other almost only by

their ace-1 locus (although recombination around the ace-1 gene is

not total, most of the background effects would be eliminated,

Assogba et al., 2015). In parallel, the susceptible and resistance

copies (respectively, D(S) and D(R)) of the D alleles carried by the

females were characterized through PCR amplification (G-PCR), clon-

ing, clone screening using the AluI test and PCR product sequencing

(six S and six R clones). A duplicated allele was considered as new if

(i) a specific D(S) and D(R) sequence association had never been

described (ii) either D(S) or D(R) sequences were different from any

already-known sequence (at least one mutation) and found in several

individuals.

When new duplicated alleles were found, specific molecular tests

were designed to differentiate them from each other (Table S2b). D

alleles were then isolated in different D strains, polymorphic at the

ace-1 locus only with the reference susceptible SLAB allele, SSLAB. Each

generation was exposed to 2 ppm of propoxur to increase D fre-

quency. To check the purity of each strain, DNA was regularly

extracted from pools of first instar larvae (~200 L1 per pool). The

partial ace-1 fragment (intron 2–exon 3) was then amplified (G-PCR)

and directly sequenced. Sequences were then compared to the

expected ones (i.e., a mix of SSLAB and a given D allele). Three strains,

fixed for different D alleles and sharing the same SLAB genetic back-

ground, were also used as references: DUCOS-DFix (D1D1),

MAURIN-DFix (D2D2) and BIFACE-DFix (D3D3) (Labb�e, Berticat,

et al., 2007; Labb�e et al., 2014).

2.1.3 | Extended sequences

In the case of resistance alleles (R or D alleles) identical over the

~580-bp fragment (i.e., no mutation), but sampled in distant geo-

graphic areas, a larger fragment of ace-1 (intron 1–exon 3) was

sequenced to get access to more nucleotide diversity and confirm
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whether these alleles actually came from a unique mutational origin

that then spread by migration (Figure S4). A PCR using primers Intro-

n1dir2 and CpEx3rev was performed (~20 ng of genomic DNA, 10

pmol of each primer, 2.5 units of Taq polymerase in 19 reaction mix

(GoTaq� Long PCR Master Mix), in a final volume of 50 ll; 30

cycles: 93°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s and 72°C for 5 min). It gener-

ated fragments of ~5.5 kb for Cx. pipiens (with a ~4.5-kb intron 1)

and of 3 kb for Culex quinquefasciatus (with a ~2-kb intron 1).

Because of the fragment sizes, internal primers were used to

sequence each fragment (Figure S4). For the Cx. pipiens species, the

intron 1 contained repeated sections that prevented sequencing it

entirely. However, we were able to recover the first (50) and the last

(30) ~2 kb of the amplified fragment, thus a total of ~4 kb

(Figure S4).

2.1.4 | Diversity analyses

All ace-1 sequences (D(S), D(R), S and R) were aligned using the

Mega software (Tamura, Stecher, Peterson, Filipski, & Kumar, 2013).

Their phylogeny was assessed using the Jukes–Cantor model with a

rate of variation among sites modelled with a gamma distribution

(shape parameter = 5). The G119S (i.e., resistance) mutation has

been removed to consider only variations that are not implicated in

resistance. The geographic structure in each taxon (Cx. pipiens and

Cx. quinquefasciatus) was analysed using a Mantel test (Genepop

v.4.2, Rousset, 2008). For each pair of sequences, the number of

substitutions and the linear geographic distance (km) between the

sampling sites were computed.

2.2 | ace-1 allele’s segregation between taxa along
a hybrid zone

To study the ace-1 allele’s segregation between the Cx. pipiens and

Cx. quinquefasciatus, Dr Dina M. Fonseca (Rutgers University) kindly

provided us with 43 individuals from eight populations (Table S1)

from a stable hybrid zone between these two taxa in northern USA

(Mattingly et al., 1951). For each individual, she also provided us

with a hybridization index, measuring, from eight microsatellites loci,

its probability to belong to the Cx. pipiens species (multilocus Baye-

sian clustering analysis, Fonseca et al., 2004; Strickman & Fonseca,

2012). We then sequenced the ace-1 locus of these individuals to

assess the number of ace-1 alleles (0, 1 or 2) belonging to Cx. pipiens

and thus determine whether these alleles were able to pass from

one taxon to the other.

2.3 | D alleles’ fitnesses

2.3.1 | Experimental evolution

To measure the relative fitness of DD and DS individuals, females of

each D strain (DD or DS) were crossed with SLAB males (SS). The

progeny was exposed to 2 ppm of propoxur to kill all SS, so that

only DS individuals remained. The initial D frequency was thus f

(D)1 = 0.5. The larvae were reared until adulthood under standard

conditions (25°C, >60% humidity, 12:12 hours light:dark), and adults

were released in a new cage to mate freely and reproduce. The new

offspring was exposed to 2 ppm propoxur and the adult survivors

released in a new cage. The process was repeated five times, and at

each generation, 96 second instar larvae (L2) were genotyped prior

selection (Table S2c) to estimate the frequency of SS individuals (f

(SS)) and deduce f(D) frequency in their parents assuming panmixia.

D frequencies at the 6th generation (f(DD)6) were compared

between the various strains (STRAIN) using the generalized linear

model (GLM) f(DD)6 = STRAIN + e, with e the error parameter (follow-

ing a binomial distribution). We used likelihood ratio tests (LRT) to

test the significance of the strain effect and of the differences

between strains (Crawley, 2007). Proportion tests were computed

for each strain to assess the significance of the differences between

f(DD)6 and f(DD)1. Sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple

testing was used to identify potential false positive.

Relative fitnesses were estimated using a deterministic genetic

model (reproduction–selection, five cycles, no drift), which was

adjusted to the data and optimized using a maximum-likelihood

approach. For the reproduction step, the frequency of each geno-

type in the larvae of generation i was computed from the allelic fre-

quencies in the gametes of the previous generation, assuming

panmixia. Selection was then computed between larval and adult

stages using the following genotype fitnesses: wSS = 0 (all SS individ-

uals were killed by propoxur exposure), wDS = 1 and wDD = 1 + s,

with s the selection coefficient varying between �1 and 1. The

genotypic frequencies after selection were used to calculate the alle-

lic frequencies in the gametes produced by the surviving adults. A

total of 100 000 simulations provided the likelihood profile of the s

coefficient; its support limits, that is rough equivalents of 95% confi-

dence intervals, were determined as its maximum and minimum val-

ues for the maximum likelihood minus 1.96. The code (R script) is

available from: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.b31g6.

2.3.2 | Life history traits performances

a-D strains

Two life history traits, the pre-imaginal mortality and development

time, were investigated to compare in each D strain the perfor-

mances of the DD and DS genotypes (no strain was DD homozy-

gous). For each D strain, female oviposition was synchronized. L2

larvae were exposed to 2 ppm of propoxur during 24 h to kill SS lar-

vae. The surviving larvae were sorted in three pools: (i) 48 were

genotyped to estimate the initial DD frequencies (f(DD)L2)

(Table S2d), (ii) 96 were used to analyse pre-imaginal mortality, and

(iii) the remaining larvae were used to study the development time.

b-Pre-imaginal mortality

Nine-six L2 were isolated in standard haemolysis tubes containing

2 ml of mineral water, with food provided once at the beginning of

the experiment (2 mg/l of TetraMin� powdered fish food/larva).

Tubes were stored on racks (two 48 tubes racks per strain),
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randomly distributed on a single shelf and regularly shuffled. Rearing

took place in standard conditions. Differences between D strains in

overall pre-imaginal mortality (number of emerging adults over initial

number of L2) were tested using the following GLM:

MORT = STRAIN + e, with MORT the pre-imaginal mortality for each

strain (STRAIN) and e the error parameter (following a binomial distri-

bution). Each emerging adult was then genotyped using the appropri-

ate molecular test (Table S2d) to estimate the DD frequencies in

adults (f(DD)ad). Proportion tests were computed to assess the signif-

icance of f(DD)L2 and f(DD)ad differences (sequential Bonferroni cor-

rection was applied).

c-Development time

The remaining L2 larvae of each strain were reared until adulthood

(standard conditions). Emerging adults were collected each day, and

the 48 first and 48 last were genotyped. Proportion tests were com-

puted to assess the significance of the differences between DD fre-

quencies among the first (f(DD)first) and the last (f(DD)last) emerging

adults (sequential Bonferroni correction was applied.).

d-Complementation tests

When several D alleles were found in geographically close popula-

tions, we assessed the performances of the heterozygotes carrying

two different D alleles (DxDy). We crossed individuals from two dif-

ferent D strains. After exposure to 2 ppm of propoxur (killing all SS),

the resulting progeny was a mix of DxDy, DxS and DyS genotypes.

Forty-eight surviving L2 were genotyped using the appropriate

molecular tests (Table S2d) to estimate the DxDy frequency (f

(DxDy)L2). Larvae were reared in standard conditions, and adults were

collected. Ninety-six adults were genotyped to estimate the global

DxDy frequency in adults (f(DxDy)ad), 48 among the first and 48

among the last emerged. Proportion tests were computed to assess

the significance of the differences between f(DxDy)L2 and f(DxDy)ad

(pre-imaginal mortality) and between f(DxDy)first and f(DxDy)last (devel-

opment time; sequential Bonferroni correction was applied.).

2.4 | Invasion dynamics of homozygous-sublethal
(HS) D alleles

To investigate D alleles invasion dynamics, we computed a two-step

(reproduction and selection) deterministic (i.e., no drift) population

genetic model in an infinite population with discrete generations.

(1). Reproduction: the frequency f(g)i of each genotype g in genera-

tion i was computed from the allele frequencies f(a)i-1 in the

gametes of the previous generation, assuming panmixia: f

(ghomo)i = f(a)i-1
2 and f(ghetero)i = 2f(a1)i-1f(a2)i-1, respectively, for

homozygotes and heterozygotes.

(2). Selection: the genotypic frequencies after selection, f0(g)i, were

computed as f0(g)i = (f(g)i wg)/Σ(f(g)i wg), where wg is the fitness

of the genotype g. The allelic frequencies in the gametes pro-

duced by the adults of generation i were then calculated as f

(a)i = f’(ghomo)i + Σ(0.5f0(ghetero)i).

The model starts from a treated population containing R and S

(single-copy alleles) at overdominance equilibrium (wRR < wRS > wSS):

with wSS = 0 (susceptible individuals are killed by insecticide.) and

wRS = 1, the R allele initial frequency is thus f0(R) = 1/(2-wRR). At

generation one, a homozygous-sublethal (HS) D allele was intro-

duced at a frequency f(D) = 0.001 with wDD = 0 and

wDS = wDR = wRS (the frequencies of the alleles already present in

the population were proportionally decreased); different values of

wRR were used to assess the effect of the R/D relative fitnesses. A

new HS D allele was then introduced every fifty generations, simi-

larly to the first one; different values of wDxDy were used to assess

the effect of the complementation degree. The code (R script) is

available from https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.b31g6.

All statistical analyses and models were realized using the R soft-

ware (v.2.15.1 http://www.R-project.org/).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | ace-1 allelic diversity is structured

To understand the evolutionary dynamics of the ace-1 duplicated

alleles, we first analysed the worldwide diversity at this locus in 69

samples from the Culex pipiens species complex (Figure 1 and

Table S1). A ~580-bp fragment of the ace-1 locus (intron 2 and exon

3) was sequenced for R or S single-copy alleles, and resistant D(R)

and susceptible D(S) copies in duplicated D alleles (Table 1). Among

the ca. 500 investigated mosquitoes, we found 78 distinct S and D

(S) sequences and 7 distinct R or D(R) sequences, differing by 1 to

29 mutations (most of them in intron 2; the few in exon 3 were syn-

onymous or far from the active site; data not shown).

The ace-1 diversity (excluding the G119S position involved in

resistance) appears strongly structured into two clades (Figure 2),

corresponding to the Cx. pipiens and Culex quinquefasciatus taxa

(Jukes–Cantor model, 10,000 bootstraps: 85%). In particular, no

resistance allele (R or D) is shared between the two taxa (Figure 2).

The analysis of the stable northern USA hybrid zone revealed a sig-

nificant correlation between the two taxa hybridization index (based

on eight microsatellites) and the number of Cx. pipiens ace-1 alleles

(Pearson’s product moment correlation, r = .58, t = 4.5,

df = 40, p < .001, Figure S5). This indicates that the ace-1 diversity

remains structured even at a small geographic scale, due to limited

introgression between the taxa. Finally, sequences within each taxon

appeared geographically structured (Figures 1 and 2): sequences

from a same geographic zone tend to gather in the tree, and the

genetic distances appear correlated with the geographic distances

(Mantel test, 100,000 permutations, p = .01 and p = .007, respec-

tively, for Cx. pipiens and Cx. quinquefasciatus, Figure 2).

3.2 | D alleles are more diverse than R alleles, and
they are found in most resistant natural populations

Only four single-copy R alleles were identified. Two were found in

only one sample: R3 (Pa-R in Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007) in
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Cx. quinquefasciatus from the Philippines sample (#49), and a new

allele, R4, in a single Cx. pipiens sample from Israel (Tel-Aviv #16,

Figure 1, Tables S1 and S6). On the contrary, R1 and R2 (respec-

tively, G-R and Du-R in Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007) spread

over large geographic areas: R1 was found in all western Mediter-

ranean countries, and R2 from Americas to Africa, the Indian Ocean

and Australia (Tables 2 and S1, Figure 1). For both R1 and R2,

longer ace-1 sequences were obtained: they were identical over

3919 bp in Cx. pipiens R1 (samples # 4, 7, 8, 9, 17 and 26) and

over 2787 bp in Cx. quinquefasciatus R2 (samples # 31, 32, 38, 40,

50, 66 and 69).

D alleles displayed a very high diversity: among the 21 new live

mosquito samples collected for this study (Table S1), D alleles were

found in all samples, except two (Tel-Aviv, Israel #16, and St-Denis,

La Reunion #39), and 14 new D alleles were described (Tables 2 and

S6), so that the total number of D alleles known in the Cx. pipiens

complex is now 27.

Most D alleles shared a similar resistance copy D(R): 15 had a

copy identical to R1, six to R2, and two to R4; three displayed D(R)

copies different from each other or from any known single-copy R

allele (D5, D22 and D25) (Table 2). By contrast, only four pairs of D

alleles shared their susceptible copy D(S), so that most of D diversity

is due to D(S) variability (Table 2). Finally, five D alleles displayed

strictly identical D(S) and D(R) copies, save for the G119S mutation

(over 2787 bp in the case of D1; NB: the sequences were different

between the five D alleles.). In the others, the D(S) and D(R) copies

differed by several mutations (Table 2).

3.3 | Many local duplications events

Unlike single-copy R alleles, the vast majority of the duplicated alle-

les (23/27) were only found in few and nearby localities (Figures 1

and 2). However, four presented regional (D13, eastern Mediter-

ranean Sea and D25 USA) or worldwide distributions (D1, Martinique

and Mayotte, no mutation over 5574 bp, and D5, Cuba, Togo and

Mayotte; Figures 1 and 2, Table 2).

Moreover, D alleles were generally composed of D(S) and D(R)

copies similar to single-copy alleles found in the same or a geograph-

ically close sample (Figures 1 and 2). Thus, 17 D(S) copies were iden-

tical or similar (<3 mutations) to an S allele found nearby (Figures 1

and 2, Table 2). Similarly, while D(R) copies were mostly identical to

the widespread R1 and R2 alleles, D4(R) was identical to R3 found in

the same Philippines sample, and D13(R) from Lebanon was identical

to R4 from Israel.

Surprisingly, in samples where resistant alleles were found, only

one single-copy R allele was present, while most samples were poly-

morphic for D alleles, for example five segregated in a sample from

Tunisia and four in a sample from Mayotte (Figure 1 and Table 2).

3.4 | Most duplicated alleles present a
homozygous-sublethal (HS) phenotype, but they
complement

We then characterized the fitness conferred by the duplicated D

alleles. We tried to isolate these alleles from 11 available live
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F IGURE 1 Worldwide distribution of ace-1 alleles. Each sample is indicated by its number (see Table S1 for details) and a symbol
corresponding to the taxon (see legend). Resistance alleles are indicated (Dx and Rx, respectively, for ace-1

D and ace-1R) in red (dashed line) for
Culex quinquefasciatus and in blue (dotted line) for Culex pipiens. Resistance alleles found in multiple samples are bolded [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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samples and identified 12 different D alleles (Table 3). However,

we only managed to isolate eight of them in independent strains

(D1 from Mayotte, D5 from Togo, D13 and D27 from Greece,

D15, D16 and D19 from Tunisia, and D24 from Martinique); the

others were lost during the strain establishment process

(Table 3). These eight alleles were introgressed in the SLAB back-

ground (susceptible reference strain) to compare their fitness to

that of three alleles previously characterized (Table 3): D1 (Mar-

tinique, Labb�e et al., 2014), D2 and D3 (Southern France, Labb�e,

Berticat, et al., 2007).

3.4.1 | Experimental evolution

The evolution of the D frequency in competition with the suscep-

tible reference SSlab allele was surveyed for six discrete insecti-

cide-treated generations in experimental evolution cages (Figure 3).

This allowed an integrative and quantitative assessment of the fit-

ness taking the whole life cycle into account. Starting from an ini-

tial frequency f(D)1 = 0.5, two statistically different groups of D

alleles emerged (generalized linear model, likelihood ratio rest,

v2 = 39.6, Ddf = 8, p < .001, Figure 3): (i) D1 and D24 significantly

increased in frequency (f(D)1 vs. f(D)6, proportion tests, both

p < .001) to reach a frequency of ~0.75 at the sixth generation;

(ii) the frequency of the other D alleles remained close to 0.5,

with nonsignificant (D3, D13, D15, D16, D19 and D27, f(D)1 vs. f(D)6,

proportion tests, all p > .05) or limited f(D) increases (f(D2)6 = 0.58

and f(D5)6 = 0.59; f(D)1 vs. f(D)6, proportion tests both p < .001;

Figure 3).

We used a deterministic genetic model to estimate the fitness of

the DxDx genotype (wDD = 1 + s) relatively to the DxSSLAB genotype

(wDS = 1; NB: all SS are killed by insecticide exposure so wSS = 0);

drift did play a role in the allele dynamics (Figure 3), but had a much

smaller impact than selection, and was thus not considered in this

model. Although the D1 and D24 homozygotes displayed limited

costs (wDD = 0.73 � 0.1 and 0.76 � 0.13, respectively, Table 4), the

other alleles were sublethal at the homozygous state (HS pheno-

type): fitnesses were not different from 0 for D3, D13, D16, D19 and

D27, slightly higher for D2 and D5 (0.27 � 0.1 and 0.32 � 0.2, resp.;

Table 4), but still much lower than is usually found for RR individuals

(~0.6, Milesi et al., 2017).

F IGURE 2 Worldwide diversity of ace-
1 sequences. The ace-1 diversity, single-
copy alleles (Rx and Sx) and duplicated
copies (Dx(S) and Dx(R)), is presented using
Jukes–Cantor distance (ClustalW). The
G119S mutation (inducing resistance) has
been removed to consider only neutral
variations. Culex pipiens and Culex
quinquefasciatus alleles are, respectively, in
the blue and red clades. Bootstraps are
indicated as percentages (10,000
bootstraps), only if >50%. For each allele/
copy, the sample(s) where it was found is
indicated; colours refer to different
geographic zones: Western Europe (green),
Middle-East (yellow), Maghreb (red), sub-
Saharan Africa (brown), Asia/Oceania (blue)
and the Americas (violet) (see also
Table S1). asee Table 2 for a detailed list of
the populations harbouring the D alleles
[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3.4.2 | Life history traits

To investigate whether the origin of sublethality was the same for

the different D alleles, we analysed two life history traits, pre-imagi-

nal mortality and development time, for three HS alleles (D15, D16

and D19) and for D1 and D24. The overall pre-imaginal mortality was

significantly different between the strains and two groups emerged:

(i) D15, D16 and D19 showed a strong and similar mortality (Table 4,

GLM, LRT, v2 = 1, Ddf = 1, p > .05), close to that previously

observed for D2 and D3 (Labb�e, Berticat, et al., 2007), (ii) D1 and

TABLE 2 ace-1 resistance alleles

ace-1R Sample Ref. Accession #

Culex pipiens

R1 – – 4, 5, 7–9, 17–29 Weill et al. (2003) KT002464/65

R4 – – 16 This study KT002468

ace-1D Di(S) Di(R) Sample Ref. Accession #

ace-1D2 D2(S) D2(R) = R1 4, 5, 6 Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al. (2007) JX007768/69

ace-1D3 D3(S) D3(R) = R1 4 Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al. (2007) JX007770/71

ace-1D6 D6(S) D6(R) = R1 5 Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al. (2007) JX007776/77

ace-1D7 D7(S)=D13(S) D7(R) = R1 29 Alout et al. (2010) JX007778/79

ace-1D8 D8(S) D8(R) = R1 28 Alout et al. (2010) JX007780/81

ace-1D9 D9(S) D9(R) = R1 27, 28 Alout et al. (2010) JX007782/83

ace-1D10 D10(S) D10(R) = R1 27 Alout et al. (2010) JX007784/85

ace-1D11 D11(S) D11(R) = R1 26 Alout et al. (2010) JX007786/87

ace-1D12 D12(S) D12(R) = R1 24, 26 Alout et al. (2010) JX007788/89

ace-1D13 D13(S)=D7(S) D13(R) = R4 12, 14 Osta et al. (2012) JX007790/91

ace-1D15 D15(S) D15(R) = R1 20, 22–25 This study KT002448/65

ace-1D16 D16(S)=D22(S) D16(R) = R1 21–25 This study KT002449/65

ace-1D17 D17(S) D17(R) = R1 22, 24 This study KT002450/65

ace-1D18 D18(S) D18(R) = R1 18, 19, 22 This study KT002451/65

ace-1D19 D19(S) D19(R) = R1 18–22, 24, 25 This study KT002452/65

ace-1D22 D22(S) = D16(S) D22(R) 24 This study KT002455/56

ace-1D23 D23(S) D23(R) = R1 5 This study KT002457/65

ace-1D27 D27(S) D27(R) = R4 12 This study KT002462/63

Culex quinquefasciatus

R2 – – 31, 32, 35–41, 50, 66, 69 Weill et al. (2003) KT002466

R3 – – 49 Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al. (2007), Labb�e,
Berticat, et al. (2007)

KT002467

ace-1D Di(S) Di(R) Sample Ref. Accession #

ace-1D1 D1(S) D1(R) = R2 35–38, 66 Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al. (2007),
Labb�e, Berticat, et al. (2007)

JX007766/67

ace-1D4 D4(S) = D5(S) D4(R) = R3 49 Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al. (2007),
Labb�e, Berticat, et al. (2007)

JX007772/73

ace-1D5 D5(S) = D4(S) D5(R) 33, 35, 65 Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al. (2007),
Labb�e, Berticat, et al. (2007)

JX007774/75

ace-1D14 D14(S) D14(R) = R2 30 This study KT002447/66

ace-1D20 D20(S) D20(R) = R2 35, 38 This study KT002453/66

ace-1D21 D21(S) D21(R) = R2 38 This study KT002454/66

ace-1D24 D24S) D24(R) = R2 66 This study KT002458/66

ace-1D25 D25(S) = D26(S) D25(R) 54, 64 This study KT002459/60

ace-1D26 D26(S) = D25(S) D26(R) = R2 35 This study KT002461/66

All resistance alleles described so far at the ace-1 locus are listed, both for single-copy (ace-1Rx) and duplicated alleles (ace-1Dx, with Dx(S) and Dx(R),

respectively, the susceptible and resistance copies). Dx(R) = Rx means that the D(R) copy of the ace-1Dx allele is identical to an ace-1Rx allele. For each

resistance allele, the following are indicated: the sample(s) where it was found (numbers as in Table S1), the associated reference (Ref.) and the GenBank

Accession nos. D alleles, where the D(S) and D(R) copies are strictly identical (except for the G119S mutation) are bolded.
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D24 displayed a similar (GLM, LRT, v2 = 0.17, Ddf = 1, p > .05), but

significantly lower mortality (GLM, LRT, v2 = 65.4, Ddf = 4, p < .001,

Table 4), as previously observed for the Slab reference (Labb�e et al.,

2014). In D1 and D24 harbouring strains, the frequency of the DD

genotype (f(DD)) was similar between L2 and adults, while f(DD)

tended to decrease for D15, D16 and D19, although this decrease

was significant only for D15 (Table 4). The same two groups

appeared when assessing the development time: the adult emer-

gence of DD individuals was delayed compared to DS individuals for

D15, D16 and D19, while no significant difference was observed

between the first and last emerged adults for D1 and D24 (Table 4).

3.4.3 | Complementation tests

To assess complementation, we compared the pre-imaginal mortality

and development time of DxDy heterozygotes (i.e., carrying two dif-

ferent D alleles) to the DxS heterozygotes, for the alleles D13, D15,

D16 and D19, using D2 and D3 as references. All these alleles present

the HS phenotype and segregate in Mediterranean populations,

some in a same locality (Figure 1). No significant differences in pre-

imaginal mortality or development time between the DxDy and DS

(DxS or DyS) individuals were found in any of the tested combina-

tions (proportion tests, all p > .05, Figure S7), except for D15D16 and

D13D19, which appeared to develop slower (proportion tests, p = .04

and p = .03, respectively, but did not pass sequential Bonferroni cor-

rection).

3.5 | Multiple overdominance maintains HS D allele
polymorphism

We modelled the dynamics of HS D alleles introduced in a popula-

tion containing only single-copy alleles R and S at overdominance

equilibrium. We first investigated the influence of the homozygous

RR fitness (wRR) on the invasion dynamics of a single HS D allele for

50 generations (f1(D) = 0.001, wSS = wDD = 0, wDS = wDR = wRS = 1).

Invasion is faster when wRR decreases (Figure 4a): equilibrium is

reached at ca. generations 15, 25 and 50 for wRR = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8,

respectively. Similarly, the mean population fitness lW is higher at

equilibrium when wRR decreases.

We then investigated (i) the dynamics of several HS D alleles

appearing successively in a single population and (ii) the influence of

the degree of complementation (i.e., the value of wDxDy relatively to

wDxDx and wDyDy) on these dynamics. In that effect, a new HS D

allele was introduced every fifty generations. wRR was fixed to 0.5,

and we tested two degrees of complementation, with wDxDy = 1 or

wDxDy = 0.5. It first appears that each new D allele invades more

slowly (the slope of the curve decreases for each new allele, Figures

4b and 4c). Moreover, while the cumulated frequency of the D alle-

les ftot(D) increases with each new allele, the increase is each time

smaller and the frequency of each allele fi(D) decreases (Figure 4b).

Nevertheless, it clearly appears that several HS D alleles can succes-

sively invade and coexist in a single population, as multiple overdom-

inance allows stable polymorphism at equilibrium. Higher degrees of

complementation result in faster invasions and higher frequencies at

equilibrium (Figure 4b vs. c).

4 | DISCUSSION

In contrast to homogeneous duplications, where the increased num-

ber of identical copies of a locus provides a clear quantitative advan-

tage, contemporary examples of heterogeneous duplications are rare

and their importance in the adaptive process remains generally

poorly understood. In the Culex pipiens complex, such duplications,

pairing one S and one R copies of the ace-1 gene, were repeatedly

identified in natural populations over the last 40 years, in programs

following the adaptation to insecticide mosquito control. They thus

provide a rare opportunity to study their early evolutionary dynam-

ics.

4.1 | Heterogeneous ace-1 gene duplications are
recurrent

Our worldwide study of the ace-1 locus diversity in mosquitoes of

the Cx. pipiens complex (69 samples, Figure 1) revealed that the

genetic diversity was strongly structured: two clear clades emerged

corresponding to the Culex pipiens and Culex quinquefasciatus taxa

(despite regions of introgression, as in the hybrid zone in the USA),

and a significant geographic structure was detected within each

taxon (Figure 2).

Focusing on the resistance alleles, the patterns were contrasted

between R and D alleles. Only four single-copy R alleles were identi-

fied. Two of them, R1 in Cx. pipiens and R2 in Cx. quinquefasciatus,

have spread from a unique origin to a large geographic area (as con-

firmed by extended sequences >2.5 kb), while the two others were

each found in only one sample (Figure 2). Mosquitoes are known to

travel easily and widely thanks to human activities (Asahina, 1970;

Benedict, Levine, Hawley, & Lounibos, 2007; Tatem, Rogers, & Hay,

2006), and resistance alleles have been shown to spread rapidly

between distant insecticide-treated populations thanks to their

selective advantage (e.g., Ester2, a resistance allele of the Ester locus

spread worldwide in a few years, both in Cx. pipiens and Cx. quinque-

fasciatus, Raymond, Callaghan, Fort, & Pasteur, 1991; Guillemaud,

Rooker, Pasteur, & Raymond, 1996; Labbe et al., 2005).

The diversity and distribution of the duplicated alleles (D) came

at a striking contrast (Figure 1, Table 2). We indeed detected 14

new D alleles (Table 2), raising their number to a total of 27 in the

Cx. pipiens species complex (Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007; Alout

et al., 2010; Osta et al., 2012; this study). This number is probably

largely underestimated due to the complex protocol allowing their

identification (Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007). These duplications

were present in most resistant populations (19 of the 21 live sam-

ples), and often two to five alleles were found in the same sample.

However, most of them were restricted to a limited geographic area

(Figure 1, Table 2). Furthermore, while most D alleles (22/27) carried

different D(S) and D(R) sequences, these sequences were identical to
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single-copy S and R alleles found in the same populations (Figure 2).

Thus, they were probably formed independently, after the R allele

spread, through unequal crossing-overs in heterozygous individuals

carrying local S and R alleles. This conclusion of independent dupli-

cation events is further supported by the fact that homozygous-sub-

lethal (HS) D alleles complement.

The D(S) and D(R) copies were however strictly identical in five

duplicated alleles (e.g., over ~3 kb between D1(S) and D1(R)). They

were likely generated by a replication slippage affecting a R allele,

followed by the S119G reverse mutation in one of the copies

(Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007). Note that as several D alleles share

an identical ace-1 copy (usually D(R)), we cannot rule out that some

of them could have originated from secondary recombination in

heterozygotes (Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007). However, the geo-

graphic distribution of D alleles, the fact that they complement, and

the inhibition of the recombination due to the duplication itself sug-

gest that secondary recombination events are probably rare.

The striking differences in diversity and spread between the R

and D alleles are puzzling: as ace-1 single-copy resistance alleles (R1

and R2) have spread over the world, why do most D alleles remain

confined geographically, with several of them co-existing in natural

populations?

4.2 | Most D alleles are sublethal when
homozygotes

The fitness of seven new D alleles (D5, D13, D15, D16, D19, D24 and

D27) were assessed through experimental evolution and/or life

history trait experiments, using D1, D2 and D3 as references (Labb�e,

Berticat, et al., 2007; Labb�e, et al. 2014). Only one allele (D24) dis-

played the same phenotype as D1, while the rest displayed HS phe-

notypes, similar to D2 and D3 (Figure 3 and Table 4).

The large number of D alleles analysed in this study allowed a

deeper understanding of the origin of these HS phenotypes. First,

they are independent from the original duplication process: D1 and

D5 were probably generated through replication slippage, D24 and

D3 through unequal crossing-over, but while D1 and D24 carried little

cost, D5 and D3 were sublethal when homozygous. HS phenotypes

are also independent from phylogeny (e.g., D1 is fine, but D5 is HS

in Cx. quinquefasciatus). Finally, the complementation experiment

showed that every tested pairs compensated each other’s deficien-

cies in DxDy heterozygotes; that is, DxDy are as fit as DS (Figures

S7A and S7B). This demonstrates that the HS phenotypes are inde-

pendent from the G119S mutation; nor are they the consequences

of disruptions in some biochemical equilibrium due to a gene-dosage

effect.

More importantly, the complementation experiment demon-

strates that the mutations responsible for these sublethal homozy-

gote phenotypes were different for the different alleles.

Development time and survival analyses further showed diverse pat-

terns for the different alleles, suggesting variations in the degree of

recessivity of these costs (Table 4). These recessive sublethal muta-

tions could be generated by the chromosomic rearrangements dis-

rupting functional genes at the break points of the amplicons.

Another hypothesis, nonexclusive but more likely to explain the high

diversity of mutations identified in this study, is that the recessive

TABLE 3 ace-1D detection, new strain establishment and reference strains

Taxa Geographic Area Sampled populations Map #

Duplicated alleles

Detected Lost Isolated (new strain)

Culex quinquefasciatus Martinique Pool 66 D1, D24 – D24

Mayotte Acoua 35 D1, D5, D20, D26 D5, D20, D26 –

M’Tsamoudou 38 D1, D20, D21 D20, D21 –

Tsoundsou 36 D1 D1*

Togo Baguida 33 D5 D5

Culex pipiens Tunisia Al Battan 23 D15, D16 – D16

Utique 20 D15, D19 – D15

Hamra 24 D15, D16, D19 – D19

Djedaida 22 D15, D16, D18, D19 D18 –

Greece Heraklion 12 D13, D27 – D13

D27

Reference strains

Taxa Geographic Area Sampled populations Map # Isolated Strains References

Culex quinquefasciatus Martinique Ducos 66 D1* DUCOS-DFix Labb�e et al. (2014)

Culex pipiens France Maurin 5 D2 MAURIN-DFix Labb�e, Berticat, et al. (2007)

Ganges 4 D3 BIFACE-DFix Labb�e, Berticat, et al. (2007)

Several populations were sampled and analysed to find duplicated D alleles and establish pure strains. For each sample, we give the taxa, the geographic

area, the name of the sampled locality and its number (Table S1), the various identified D alleles and those lost during the isolation process.

*Two stains carry the same D1 allele (DUCOS-DFix isolated from Martinique, Labb�e, Berthomieu, et al., 2007, and Mayotte, this study).
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sublethal mutations were captured by hitchhiking in the amplicons.

The genomic resources to test these hypotheses are not yet avail-

able for Culex. However, two cases of heterogeneous duplications

have been analysed at the genomic level: in Drosophila melanogaster,

the Rdl gene (resistance to the insecticide dieldrin) is part of a dupli-

cated region of 113 kb containing five genes with the 50 and 30

break points within two other genes (Remnant et al., 2013), and in

Anopheles gambiae, the ace-1 gene is part of a duplicated region of

200 kb containing 12 genes (Assogba et al., 2016). Such large geno-

mic rearrangements, encompassing several genes, offer ample

opportunities to hitchhike deleterious mutations affecting different

genes, thus allowing complementation. Moreover, such mutations

would be difficult to purge, as the recombination is reduced in the

vicinity of the duplication.

Studying the fitness consequences of the ace-1 heterogeneous

duplications thus revealed that most are deleterious at the homozy-

gous state due to independent mutations. This probably explains

why most of D alleles have a limited geographic range (Figure 1). By

contrast, D1, which did not display the HS phenotype, spread widely:

the same allele (identical sequences over 5574 bp), conferring the

F IGURE 3 Experimental evolution of D alleles. Left panel: Dashed lines represent the dynamics of the various duplicated D alleles over the
six discrete generations under insecticide selection (D1, dark-blue empty circles; D2, green triangles; D3, pink plus; D5, brown full circles; D13,
light-blue full squares; D16, red diamonds; D19, orange downward triangles; D24, dark-green crosses and D27, violet stars). The dotted line
represents the initial frequency (f(DD)1 = 0.5). Right panel: The final frequencies (f(DD)6) with their associated 95% confidence intervals are
represented for each duplicated allele. The dotted line represents the initial frequency (f(DD)1 = 0.5). The f(DD)6 statistical groups among the
tested strains are also indicated (ns, p > .05; ***, p < .001) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 4 Phenotypic and fitness consequences of different ace-1 duplicated alleles

Alleles WDD (SL)

Development time Pre-imaginal mortality

First/Last v² (df) Overall (%)
fDD � 95% CI (N)
L2/adults v2 (df)

D1
a 0.73 (0.63–0.83) – – – – –

D1
b – 0.44/0.47 0.0 (1)n.s. 13.5 0.5 � 0.14 (48)/0.52 � 0.11 (83) 3.10�4 (1)n.s.

D2 0.27 (0.17–0.35) – – – – –

D3 0.14 (0.00–0.29) – – – – –

D5 0.32 (0.22–0.42) – – – – –

D13 0.00 (0.00–0.09) – – – – –

D15 – 0.00/1.00 92 (1)*** 53.1 0.5 � 0.14 (48)/0.13 � 0.1 (45) 12.7 (1)***

D16 0.13 (0.00–0.28) 0.17/0.56 12 (1)*** 45.8 0.45 � 0.14 (47)/0.38 � 0.13 (52) 0.18 (1)n.s.

D19 0.02 (0.00–0.19) 0.17/0.53 11 (1)*** 47.9 0.33 � 0.13 (48)/0.2 � 0.11 (50) 1.6 (1)n.s.

D24 0.76 (0.63–0.89) 0.85/0.80 0.1 (1)n.s. 15.6 0.71 � 0.13 (45)/0.84 � 0.08 (81) 2.2 (1)n.s.

D27 0.04 (0.00–0.13) – – – – –

For each Dx allele, WDD is the fitness of the homozygote DxDx (WDD = 1 + S), relative to the fitness of the heterozygote DxSSLAB (WDS = 1), with the

associated support limits (SL), estimated from the population cage dynamics (for the estimation method see text). For the development time, First and

Last are the frequencies of DxDx individuals, respectively, among the 48 first and 48 last emerged individuals; they were compared using a proportion

test, the v² statistics of which is given with the associated degrees of freedom df and significance (n.s., p > .05; *, p < .05; **, p < .01; ***, p < .001).

For the pre-imaginal mortality, the overall percentage is indicated. The frequencies of the DD genotype (fDD) in L2 larvae and surviving adults are given

� its 95% confidence interval (95% CI), with the number of genotyped individuals (N) in brackets. For each D allele, the two frequencies were compared

using a proportion test (v² statistics, df and significance are indicated).
aMartinique.
bMayotte.
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same phenotype (Table 4), was found more than 12,000 km apart, in

Mayotte (Indian Ocean) and in Martinique (Caribbean). However, if

most of D alleles are deleterious when homozygous, how can we

explain their striking diversity, both locally (up to five D in one sam-

ple) and globally (27 known D alleles)?

4.3 | Costly duplications are maintained in the
populations by balancing selection reinforced by
complementation

We used a simple determinist population genetics model (one infi-

nite population, no drift, no migration) to investigate the invasion

dynamics of HS D alleles (note that, while qualitatively relevant for

comparisons, the model simplicity prevents accurate quantitative

predictions). It shows that, if insecticide selection is intense enough

to kill most SS while preserving most heterozygotes (DS, DR or RS),

even a D allele displaying HS phenotype will be selected for: the DS

and DR genotypes indeed provide intermediate resistance levels, but

their cost is much lower than RR homozygotes (Labb�e, Berticat,

et al., 2007b; Labb�e, et al. 2014). However, as lethal homozygotes

become more frequently generated, D frequency soon reaches a

stable equilibrium (which depends on the relative fitnesses of the RR

genotype, Figure 4a).

Moreover, as it first appears at the advantageous heterozygous

state, each new HS D allele will be selected for (Figure 4b). When

the HS alleles segregating in the same population complement, it

results in a complex situation of balancing selection (multiple over-

dominance), where all the heterozygotes (RS, DS, DR and DxDy) are

fitter than the homozygotes (SS are killed by the insecticides, RR

endure a high fitness cost, and all DxDx are sublethal.).

In these conditions, the more D alleles present, the higher their

cumulated frequency, but the lower the frequency of each (Fig-

ure 4b). This makes them more prompt to be lost through drift, all

the more so that the time to reach equilibrium increases with the

number of D alleles (as shown by the decreasing slopes, Figure 4b),

which indicates that the strength of the selection favouring new

duplicated alleles decreases with their number. This model thus

shows that several HS D alleles can segregate in a same population

but that their number will remain limited (although a higher degree

of complementation would allow more alleles to cosegregate by lim-

iting the effects of drift, as they more rapidly reach a higher fre-

quency, Figures 4b vs. 4c). The presence of several D alleles (up to

(a)

(b) (c)

F IGURE 4 Homozygous-sublethal (HS) D alleles dynamics. The HS D allele invasion dynamics was computed using a population genetic
model. It starts from a treated population containing only R and S at overdominance equilibrium; at generation one and every fifty generations
a new HS D allele is introduced. HS D allele frequencies, cumulated (ftot(D), solid lines) and for each allele (fi(D), coloured dotted lines), as well
as the population average fitness (lW, dashed lines) are represented over the generations. (a) single HS D allele invasion dynamics depending
on the RR genotype relative fitness wRR. Invasion dynamics of several successive HS D alleles (b) fully (wDxDy = 1) or (c) only partially
(wDxDy = 0.5) complementing [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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five) found in most samples (Figure 1) thus suggests that the mos-

quito control practices generate complex patterns of balancing selec-

tion: they result in a mosaic of treated and untreated areas and vary

along the seasons, which generates antagonistic selective pressures

(Assogba et al., 2015; Labb�e, Berticat, et al., 2007b; Labb�e, et al.

2014; Lenormand et al., 1998; Milesi et al., 2017).

This situation is however probably transitory: D alleles can

indeed migrate and as soon as a D allele similar to D1 would arrive,

it would eliminate the others (note that it would also eliminate the R

and S alleles and reach fixation, Milesi et al., 2017). This is indeed

what we observed in the series of backcrosses performed while try-

ing to isolate the various D alleles present in Mayotte samples (D1,

D5, D20, D21 and D26): at the end, only D1 was retrieved, the other

alleles being lost during the process. Because of its low cost, D1

allele was probably selected over the HS D alleles.

In conclusion, our study of natural populations revealed that

heterogeneous gene duplications were frequently generated, through

different molecular mechanisms. However, while they are frequent,

the evolutionary outcome is often messy. The majority of these D

alleles are indeed defective when homozygous (HS), probably due to

ingrained hitchhiking lethal recessive mutations. This prevents these

alleles from reaching fixation in natural populations. However,

together with the heterogeneous insecticide control practices, it gen-

erates a complex situation of balancing selection, which favours both

their early spread (permanent association of overdominant alleles)

and the maintenance of their polymorphism (multiple overdominance

situations favoured by complementation). Only the rare D alleles that

escape that fate (e.g., D1) can then spread over large distances and

reach fixation in populations. Once established, those could provide

new genetic material for long-term evolution: as they associate

already-functionally-divergent copies of a same gene, these duplica-

tions are indeed likely to further evolve through neo- or subfunc-

tionalization and should thus be studied with a higher scrutiny.
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